
Allocutive agreement in Kumal
In languages with allocutive agreement, a verb agrees with some feature of the addressee to whom
a sentence is uttered despite that addressee not being an argument of the verb (Oyharçabal 1993;
Antonov 2015; Alok, in press; Alok & Baker, in press). As part of a broader analysis of its agree-
ment patterns, I present evidence that Kumal (Indo-Aryan), as spoken in Gorkha, Nepal, displays
allocutive agreement (AA). Unlike the other AA languages, however, verbs in Kumal may not
agree with both an argument and an addressee – only with one or the other. Furthermore, the
availability of AA in Kumal is dependent on the person and case features of the verb’s subject.
I propose analyzing this as competition between the argument and addressee for agreement ex-
ponence, and offer a model of this competition using morphological OT constraints in a MaxEnt
framework that is particularly well-suited to capturing the observed variability and optionality as
well as conformity to typological trends of person and case markedness hierarchies.

Describing Kumal agreement patterns
Verbs in Kumal agree with a single DP in terms of person, number, honorific level, and case (see
also Parajuli 2009). Unlike Hindi, in which verbs only agree with unmarked arguments, or Nepali,
in which verbs agree with unmarked and ergative arguments but not oblique arguments (Bickel
& Yadava 2000; Bobaljik 2008), in Kumal, unmarked DPs, ergative DPs, and oblique (dative
and genitive) DPs are all accessible to agreement. While agreement with the verb’s absolutive,
ergative, or dative subject is always possible, it is sometimes possible to agree with the addressee
of the sentence instead – depending on the person and case features of the subject. AA in Kumal
references the honorific level of the addressee, and each of these sentences in (1-4) is addressed
to a lower-honorific addressee, for which agreement would take the form -ləu.
(1) u

3sgL.abs
sut-əl/ləu
sleep.past-3sgL.abs/Addr.L

‘S/he slept.’

(2) məi
1sg.abs

sut-nu/*ləu
sleep.past-1sg.abs/*Addr.L

‘I slept.’

(3) us-ke
3sgL-dat

aap
mango

man-par-əi-ləs/-ləu
desire-befall-nonpast-3sgL.dat/Addr.L

‘S/he likes mangoes.’

(4) mu-ke
1sg-dat

aap
mango

man-par-əi-la/ləu
desire-befall-nonpast-1sg.dat/Addr.L

‘I like mangoes.’

AA is possible with 3rd person absolutive subjects (1) but not with 1st person absolutive subjects
(2). AA is possible with both 3rd and 1st person dative-marked subjects (3-4). Table 1 shows the
full distribution of possible agreement targets in Kumal.

ERG/ABS DAT/GEN
3rd Subj. or Addr. Subj. or Addr.
2nd Subj. Subj. or Addr.
1st Subj. Subj. or Addr.

Table 1: Agreement possibilities for different subject types



An analysis of variable agreement
Consistent with existing syntactic analyses of AA, I consider the addressee to be a covert DP in
the structure (e.g. Miyagawa 2017; Alok, in press), and the fact that Kumal addressees compete
with core arguments for agreement provides additional evidence for this claim. In the syntax,
an agreement probe interacts (as in Deal 2015) with all of the DPs in the structure that a Kumal
agreement probe can access – the subject, addressee, direct object – and copies each of their
features. All of these features get passed to the morphology, at which point a set of morphological
exponence constraints based on Woolford (2003) as well as crosslinguistically motivated notions
of markedness determine which DP’s features will be exponed. In order to capture the variability
seen in Table 1 above, the candidates are evaluated using MaxEnt OT – a form of OT that predicts
the optimality of each candidate relative to the others but does not require a single categorical
winner. In the tableaux below, (a) candidates expone only subject agreement on the verb, (b) only
addressee agreement, (c) agreement with neither, (d) agreement with both subject and addressee.
Constraint definitions: Xref=Assign one violation for each argument not cross-referenced with agreement
on verb. AgrS = One violation if agreement with subject DP is not exponed. AgrA = One violation if
agreement with addressee DP is not exponed. *AgrNonLocal = One violation for agreement with 3rd
person DPs. *AgrOblique = One violation for agreement with oblique DPs. *AgrMult = One violation
if agreement with multiple DPs is exponed.

subj.=1sg.abs Xref AgrS AgrA *AgrNonLocal *AgrOblique *AgrMult Probability (%)
weights 4.8 4.5 3.3 2.7 1.8 18.2

a. Subject -1 0 -1 0 0 0 95
b. Addressee -1 -1 0 0 -1 0 4
c. None -2 -1 -1 0 0 0 6.6e-6
d. All 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 7.9e-5
subj.=3sg.abs Xref AgrS AgrA *AgrNonLocal *AgrOblique *AgrMult Probability (%)

weights 4.8 4.5 3.3 2.7 1.8 18.2
a. Subject -1 0 -1 -1 0 0 59
b. Addressee -1 -1 0 0 -1 0 40
c. None -2 -1 -1 0 0 0 4.1e-6
d. All 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 7.2e-4
This MaxEnt analysis thus predicts a grammar in which subject agreement is exponed effectively categor-
ically (95%) on verbs with 1st person absolutive subjects, but verbs with 3rd person absolutive subjects
verbs expone either subject agreement (58% of the time) or addressee agreement (40%).

A combination of DP accessibility to syntactic probes and language-specific constraint weights results in
the competition between addressees and arguments for agreement that is unique to Kumal among AA lan-
guages. However, the machinery proposed here offers a potential way to predict typologies of (allocutive)
agreement crosslinguistically in which variability is located in the morphology, but mitigated by the syntax.
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